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Abstract  d ar Allen oe s aestheticism, as e pressed in his essay he 
oetic rinciple  , favors sensation rather than moral sentiment. or oe, 

didacticism leads poetry away from its true callin . his is a specifically Western 
conception of poetic value  poetry for poetry s sake  that makes a strikin  
contrast to hinese poetics. ut there is a point of connection and that is in the idea 
of the blank.  or oe, transient sensation in a poem allows for an en a ement 
with temporality and process, as he says, in his most famous line from “The 
Raven, “Only this and nothing more.” This force of “nothing” is explored in 
poems by tephane Mallarm , mily ckinson, and William arlos Williams. 
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oetry is a weak thin  and that is its stren th.

Moral Politics

In Moral Politics, the lin uist eor e akoff has emphasi ed the lin uistically of 
cognition, as in Ludwig Wittgenstein: relation to poetry/poetics.1

his connects to the work of sociolo ist rvin  offman and his Frame 
Analysis: what the event  is includin  a poem  is determined by the frame often 
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there is more discussion/commentary about an event than the event itself; the 
discussion brin s the event into focus  new frames often push out other frames 
and some frames stick e. . sti ma  frames are cued or keyed  what is out of
frame is often most si nificant. rames are related to ideolo y in ouis Althusser s 
sense  and also metaphors we live by  and cate ories: that throu h which we 
perceive value. ompare also Witt enstein s seein  as  in art  of Philosophical 
Investigations and especially his notion of aspect blindness  duck rabbit .

akoff, in Moral Politics, contrasts the “nurturing parent” and the “strict 
father”: relativist vs absolutist, contingency vs invariance, loose vs strict.

Poetics is an ethical engagement with the shifting conditions of everyday life. 
If it is poetic license to contrast ethics, as a dialogic practice of response in civil 
society, with morality, as a fi ed code of conduct and belief, then poetic license  
will happily claim.

Ethics is ironic, morality sincere. Ethics secular, morality religious. Poetics is 
the ethical refusal of morality in the name of aesthetics.

Poetics is an activity, an informed response to emerging circumstances. As 
such, it cannot claim the high ground of morality or systematic theory. Poetics 
is tactical, not strate ic. ndeed, it is the lack of strate y, the aversion to the hi h 

round, that often causes poetics to appear weak or confused or inconsistent or 
relativistic. 

et, in the stru le between ethics and morality, ethics has the advanta e even 
when it appears to be wandering in the wilderness. This advantage is too rarely 
taken advanta e of. What is needed is a poetics of poetics; that is, a defense of the 
ethical grounding of poetics. In that sense, my approach is closely related to what 

eor e akoff ar ues in Moral Politics: that we must be as strong in our advocacy 
of our values, what he calls the values of nurturing parents, as the moralists are for 
their values, what he calls the values of the strict father qtd. ernstein, ractice of 

oetics  . 
L=A=G=U=A=G=E the approach to American poetry  advocate  

acknowled es the inevitability of metaphor, the lin uisticality of perception, 
the boundedness of thought, the passion of ideas, the beauty of error, the chains 
of logic, the possibilities of intuition, and the uncanny delight of chance. In 
contrast to the syllogistic rationality of expository writing and more convention 
poetry, this poetics is situational, shifts with the winds, courts contradiction, 
feeds on inconsistency  qtd. ernstein,L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E POETICSX .
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The Poetic Principle

he tomb of d ar oe is the birthplace of pata ue e rics. 
 love the irony that oe s poetics  oe is, after all, an emblematic American 

writer to use his term from he oetic rinciple   remains lar ely unread, 
its aestheticism roundly re ected only this and nothin  more . he oetic 

rinciple   is a foundin  document of the pata ue e rical line of American 
poetics.

 would define, in brief, the oetry of words as The Rhythmical Creation of 
Beauty. Its sole arbiter is Taste. With the Intellect or with the Conscience, it has 
only collateral relations. Unless incidentally, it has no concern whatever either with 
Duty or with Truth.2

Poe recognized early in American literary history that high-minded moral and 
didactic principles suffocate aesthetic creation, as a body buried alive, even in a 
coffin made of the finest ra ilian maho any and lined with pa es of on fellow, 
slowly and painfully loses consciousness. Worse, aversion to transient and non-
productive sensation cripples ethical judgment, as a steady diet of stale bread 
not only takes away the taste for fresh oods but also makes the habitu  of the 
desiccated contemptuous of avor. 

n oe s lampoonin  of poems with superstructural import that rely on ideas 
rather than “Taste,” moreover that view taste and sensation with suspicion, he 
echoes William arlos Williams s formulation  years later, ay t  o ideas but 
in things” 263-66 . Ironically, Williams would insert the relatively short multipart 
poem where his aphorism first appears  — indeed he liked the aphorism so much 
he repeats it three times in that poem — into Paterson, his foray into the long poem 
form, which, to echo Poe, reads better as a series of short hits than an epic. 

oe s deadpan insistence that the lon  poem does not e ist rests on eno s 
paradox by way of The Confidence Man. The logic is impeccable: no matter how 
much the lon  poem tries to make a whole reater than its parts, the parts, the 
“intense” “moments” of “excitement,” as he puts it in “The Poetic Principle” are, 
“when” — not where — the meanin s are,  to uote ickinson The Poems of 
Emily Dickinson 185 . This is a poetics of temporal nowledge rather than atemporal 
knowled e. 

Only This and Nothing More

— Say it, no ideas but in things —
nothin  but the blank faces of the houses
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and cylindrical trees
bent, forked by preconception and accident
split, furrowed, creases, mottled, stained
secret — into the body of the light — 263 265 266

othin  but the blank : while Williams is alludin  to the bareness of winter, 
nothin  but the blank  is the cry of its occasion  art of the res itself and not 

about it  in Wallace tevens s famous formulation.3 othin  but the blank,  as 
Williams oes on to evoke it, is the pata ue e rical sublime: bent, split, furrowed, 
creased, mottled, stained. he words reference themselves, mark their place in 
the poem, saying no more nor less than their bare enunciation. In “If I Told Him: 
A ompleted ortrait of icasso,  ertrude tein fires a series of blanks with a 
“Now. / Not now. / And now. / Now.”4 These nows and nots, which toggle presence 
and absence like a love sick boy pullin  at daisies, attain to a seriality that oe, in 
“The Poetic Principle,” terms “brief and indeterminate glimpses,” as a strobe light 
makes a scene pulsin ly vibrant with its ash moments of into icatin  intensity, 
what mily ickinson calls the art  of stunnin  oneself with olts of Melody. 5  
Poe writes against the viral didacticism of duty-bound poems. Is it a wild leap to 
see this quote as relevant to us now, or is that merely the error of an ahistorical 
rhapsode?  

It has been assumed, tacitly and avowedly, directly and indirectly, that the 
ultimate object of all Poetry is Truth. Every poem, it is said, should inculcate a 
moral  and by this moral is the poetical merit of the work to be ad ud ed. We 
Americans especially have patroni ed this happy idea  and we ostonians, very 
especially, have developed it in full. We have taken it into our heads that to write 
a poem simply for the poem s sake, and to acknowled e such to have been our 
design, would be to confess ourselves radically wanting in the true poetic dignity 
and force:  but the simple fact is, that, would we but permit ourselves to look 
into our own souls we should immediately there discover that under the sun there 
neither e ists nor can e ist any work more thorou hly di nified  more supremely 
noble than this very poem — this poem per se — this poem which is a poem and 
nothin  more  this poem written solely for the poem s sake.

“This poem which is a poem and nothing more”: “Only this and nothing 
more  is oe s better known pronouncement, from a poem that wraps, rap, raps 
itself in kitsch to cast an indelible aesthetic spell.6 “Only this and nothing more” 
marks its words  bein  in time, scores their presence, the utterance of immediacy, 
phatic but not vatic  haecceity. t is the motto, as oe insists, of art for art s sake, 
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art without ulterior purpose, in and as its presence in sound, its immediate, present 
ift  of rhythm and, nevermore,  echo. othin never: an echoic ne ation of all 

but the event of sound and rime as sublime and blank, full and empty, here  not 
here. The thing itself: “Nameless here for evermore”? A present absence, now / not 
now, the shiverin  oe s word  makin  loss palpable. 

Dare I name her? Lenore. A fi ure of speech that is all. rai  workin takes 
up some th century e amples, such as ohn a e s  in No Medium.

“Le Corbeau dit: Jamais plus,” as they say in France, at least in the signal 
translations of audelaire and Mallarm .  audelaire translates: Only this and 
nothin  more  as ce n est ue cela, et rien de plus,  while for Mallarm  the line 
becomes simply “cela seul et rien de plus.” In “Un coup de Dés” Mallarmé gives 
his own version of oe s insi nia cela seul et rien de plus  with silent insinuation: 
in the sixth spread, top left bottom right, mirrored, italic is “COMME SI” — as if 
— but also like so and like this, nothin  more, markin  a self re ective shiverin  
delight” in the poem, if not to say, in the echo, a perfect semblance of a mise en 
abyme.7 Four spreads later, on the upper left, on its own, is “RIEN,” followed by a 
possible commentary on the crisis of its occasion de la m morable crise  ou se 
f t  l v nement .  After all, what mi ht seem to be the first word in oup de 

s,  at the top of the third spread, is the aven s echo: 
 
JAMAIS.

ickinson, the antinomian in usan owe s account, hears it: “Nothing is the 
force / That renovates the World” The Poems of Emily Dickinson 1077 .

Irremediation

amuel . elany makes a compellin  case that the homose ual dimensions of 
art rane s poetry are inade uately addressed in the critical and bio raphical 

literature. His two essays on Crane provide an interpretive frame for understanding 
rane s detractors. tendin  elany s intervention,  would say that rane s 
splendid failure,  as . . lackmur puts it in otes on a e t of art rane,  

mi ht more provocatively be understood as his irresplendent success as pata ue e
rical.8

 erhaps the most careful account of rane s failure is first laid out in vor 
Winters s uite e traordinary  essay, he i nificance of The Bridge 
by art rane, or What Are We to hink of rofessor .  ... here Winters 
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relates rane s enterprise to the pernicious and mania enic sic  ideas of 
alph Waldo merson via the irreli ious pantheism read: relativism  of 

Whitman and the lossolomania of Mallarm .  t is important to reali e 
that the rejection — or at least the condemnation — of Crane, for Winters as 
well as for many of rane s critics, was the re ection and condemnation of an 
entire romantic current in American literary production, a current that included 
Whitman and merson, with rane only as its latest cracked and mis uided 
voice. elany 

 
or his moralist critics, rane s poem fails as unified whole, becomin  at best a 

series of overwrought highlights and disconnected lyric bursts that cannot sustain 
themselves. Only this and nothin  more.  ut it is ust this lack that, on oe s 
terms in he oetic rinciple,  marks the lon  poem s only possible attainment: 
providing unrequited moments of “shivering delight”: 

I need scarcely observe that a poem deserves its title only inasmuch as 
it excites, by elevating the soul. The value of the poem is in the ratio of 
this elevatin  e citement. ut all e citements are, throu h a psychal sic  
necessity, transient. That degree of excitement which would entitle a poem to 
be so called at all, cannot be sustained throughout a composition of any great 
len th. After the lapse of half an hour, at the very utmost, it a s  fails  a 
revulsion ensues — and then the poem is, in effect, and in fact, no longer such. 

 want to apply oe s flashpoint aesthetics brief and indeterminate limpses  
to elany  insistence on the fact that, for rane, the rooklyn rid e was an 
active gay cruising site; that is, a place of intense, promiscuous, transient, non-
procreative se ual e chan e. utty ark,  says elany of the third section of 

rane s poem, with its account of the unsuccessful pick up, is the true center of 
unspoken homose ual lon in , the, yearnin  for communication, in The Bridge” 

. he aesthetic power of The Bridge occurs not in spite of, but in connection 
to, its immediate moralists would say perverse  bursts of sensation, analo ous to 
transient sexual exchanges on the bridge. My point is not to use aesthetic process as 
a metaphor for sex but the other way around; indeed, Delany gives a very different 
frame for failure  animalady  as drawin  a blank, in other words  unsuccessful 
pick up  fuelin  the aesthetic fire only this and nothin  more .  Moreover, this 
aesthetic of elevated, intense, e citement, in oe s terms, let s call it immediation 
relates to rane s habit of listenin , on his phono raph, over and over a ain, 
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to the clima  of avel s ol ro,  as if bolts of melody could obliterate self
consciousness.9

ut a better word for what  am after is irremediation, which registers 
irremediable failure within an echoic poetics: “never more.” “Focus on the loss: 
 once was timed, but now  am fi ed rate. 10 n poetry s ne ative economy, loss 

prolon s intensification.
Crane and Poe are in the same boat, without life preservers. The argument 

a ainst oe and rane is pursued, with paradi matic force, by vor Winters in 
Primitivism and Decadence: A Study of American Experimental Poetry  
and In Defense of Reason  and e tends to William o an s  trashin  of 

rane s, yes, failure,  in the New York Times review of the ibrary of America s 
magisterial edition of Crane:

 
Much of he rid e  seems inert now  overlon , overbearin , 
overwrought, a Myth of America conceived by Tiffany and executed by 

isney.  his randeurs mi ht easily be mistaken for randiosity.... e was 
drawn to a hi h amp schmalt iness he must have taken as the proper emotional 
tone for a visionary.  he rid e  remains a fabulous architectural blueprint 
that wanted a discipline Crane could never provide. 

Logan, the Times’s go-to enforcer of cold war ideology, becomes, by means of his 
ostensive uperintendency, a fi ure of bathos, trapped under a headline, perhaps not 
of his own makin   art rane s rid e to owhere   unable to acknowled e 
that nowhere is just where Crane and his readers might want to be. 

rane knew the type. As he writes in his  letter to arriet Monroe: 
 
The nuances of feeling and observation in a poem may well call for certain 
liberties which you claim the poet has no ri ht to take.  am simply makin  the 
claim that the poet does have that authority, and that to deny it is to limit the 
scope of the medium so considerably as to outlaw some of the richest genius 
of the past.11

LXI.  Debunking Debunking

ata ue e ricals12  are aversive to what Witt enstein calls ostensive definitions : 
manifest and fi ed connections between names and thin s, meanin  and ob ects, as 
when we point to a this §§ 6, 9, 28-38  Only this and nothin  more . t s ueer, he 
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notes, that a fi ure will look one way in one conte t and another way in a different 
contexts.

he duck rabbit is the paradi matic pata ue e rical fi ure because it is more 
than meets the eye: our “aspect blindness” may cue us to see it one way rather than 
other. What it is “is” we never can see in a single moment in the eye. We may be 
able to perceive it all at once, but we see it serially oscillatin  dialectically . 

Wittgenstein compares the inability to see things without contextual cues to 
not having “perfect pitch.” §257 We don t see the thing itself but see as, see with 
and throu h our metaphoric frames. t is our animalady to suffer from frame lock. 
Aspect blindness is a ri id adherence to one readin  or interpretation of a fi ure 
or poem , a repression of the necessity for conte t to establish meanin  and for 

different frames to establish potentially incommensurable meanin s . his view is 
sometimes stigmatized as relativism, or in terms of poetry, as nihilism or aversion 
of meaning or affect. Wittgenstein suggests that the problem is not in the context 
dependence of meanin  but in sti mati in  ettin  stuck on  an ordinary feature of 
language. 

n our failure to understand the use of a word we take it as the e pression of 
a ueer seltsamen  process. As we think of time as a ueer medium, of the 
mind as a ueer kind of bein .  , Anscombe tr.

What s ueer is that we sublime the lo ic of our lan ua e   from its 
everyday, context-dependent use into axiomatic system of rigid correspondences, 
which has the effect of creatin  chimeras two dimensional stick fi ures  in place 
of living beings. The chimera that holds us captive is that perception does not 
re uire mediation: when we reach out to touch it, thinkin  it is the livin  proof, it 
dissolves in our hands, leaving a faint mist in its place. 

n Witt enstein s account, ostensive definitions map nouns onto the world, 
as if the fact of the existence of objects in the world pushes language toward 
deambi uation: a compulsive dis eased  state of tryin  to strip lan ua e to its 
essentials, as if it were a set of labels for a pre-existing world. 

ut what, for e ample, is the word this  the name of in a  lan ua e ame...  
or the word “that” in the ostensive definition “that is called....”? — If you 
do not want to produce confusion you will do best not to call these words 
names at all.  et, ueer  merkwürdigerweisse  to say, the word this  
has been called the only genuine name; so that anything else we call a name 
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was one only in an ine act, appro imate sense.  amin  appears as a ueer 
seltsame  connection of a word with an ob ect.   And you really et such a 
ueer seltsame  conne ion when the philosopher tries to brin  out the relation 

between name and thing by staring at an object in front of him and repeating a 
name or even the word “this” innumerable times. For philosophical problems 
arise when language goes on holiday. And here we may indeed fancy naming 
to be some remarkable act of mind, as it were a baptism of an ob ect. And we 
can also say the word “this”to the object, as it were address the object as “this” 
— a queer [seltsamer  use of this word, which doubtless only occurs in doin  
philosophy. , Anscombe tr.  

Only this! Perception is evermore remediated: remediation precedes essence.

My Poetics by Way of Emily Dickinson 

y homely ift and hindered Words he human heart is told Of  othin   
“Nothing” is the force That renovates the World  —13

 love this mily ickinson poem, which seems so much like a aul 
elan poem. Accordin  to ohnson, it s from around , very near the end of 
ickinson s life, when she was . ead as an ars poetica it feels so close to me 

it s hard for me to consider it on its own terms. orty years a o, in ,  poured 
over that three volume ohnson edition in the only class  took after colle e  
a seminar on ickinson tau ht by obin laser at imon raser niversity near 

ancouver  but ickinson s first impact on me was as a unior in hi h school, when 
 studied her work with ichard ein old who later went on to teach at erkeley . 
ickinson ave me a fundamental sense of what a poem could be be not do as I 

would usually say . And ust this all  returned a ain to ickinson for my oetics 
of dentity seminar, with Marta Werner speakin  to us on the late manuscripts, 
letters, and fra ments  the way ickinson would write on the back of envelopes, 
transformin  scrap to talisman. Werner and en ervin call their recent ickinson 
book The Gorgeous Nothings referring to this same poem and also what Werner 
calls, marvelously, ickinson s udden  colla e made of two, possibly three, 
sections of envelope”: “the gorgeous / nothings / which / compose / the / sunset / 
keep. 14

The first thing to say about this poem is that it is a gift: first to Susan 
ickinson, to whom it was sent in a letter, and then to us, readers from a beyond 
ickinson could address with more freedom and ferocity than perhaps any of her 

contemporaries because unconstrained by the demands of publication, or, perhaps, 
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better to say, constrained by the demands of nonpublication, what she called 
eternity. The possibility of any one of us receiving this gift is absolutely precarious 
if you can accept the o ymoron   have a feelin  you are up for it , iven the 

precarious state of her manuscripts or even the recognition of her poems as poems 
rather than as sweet nothin s, notin s . he poem is a hindered or delayed  ift 

both into and  that supreme fiction  for the unknown eternity s vast pocket . 
oetry makes nothing happen don’t even tHInK of notHIng Here! , manifest 

in the cracks delays, blanks  between words and the frictions of ift. A ift this 
ift  is a present made present  as for reciprocity: nothin  is iven in return.

Mine is a homely poetics, both odd lookin  unattractive, disa reeable, low  
and intimate even private . he do erel and enerally deformed as you ri htly 
say, hindered, averse, thwarted, delayed, backwardly  rhythms and rimes, bathos, 
peculiarity and solecisms, have a double function of being unheimlich while also 
bein   homesickness even at home and at home with homesickness.  know this 
sends mi ed si nals. ut  don t think  am alone in feelin  that the unknown is 
most familiar or that the normal doesn t feel ri ht.  am not talkin  about alienation, 

uite the opposite: an alien nation, makin  a round where you find yourself. 
ecently a reviewer dismissively assumed a hindered lyric of mine was mockin  
 because, for him, awkwardness si naled parody or more simply badness. 

ut awkwardness is home round. 
My motto has lon  been ickinson s on t you know that o  is the wildest 

word we consign to Language?”15

hat s different, if related, to en.  a ree with your sense of socially minded  
but also because it suggests socially unminded. Mind the gap. Unmind in the gap 
too. 

I have nothing to say and I am not saying it. I have nothing to not say and I am 
saying it. I have nothing to not say and I am not saying it. 

 read ickinson s poem as close to ne ative dialectics. othin  in the sense 
of not one thin : variants around a blank center. 

To be told about nothing is to come face to face with loss, despair, grief; the 
irreparable. 

Nothing repairs the world. 
enovates is somethin  else a ain: makin  new a ain, makin  new now. 

The revolution of the word is the force of nothing.
oetry is a weak thin  and that is its stren th.
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Notes 

1.See akoff, Moral Politics: How Liberals and Conservatives Thinks. ee also Witt enstein, 

Lectures & Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology, and Religious Belief. For a full account of 

the relation of Wittgenstein to poetics, see Perloff,Wittgenstein’s Ladder: Poetic Language and 

the Strangeness of the Ordinary.

2. d ar A. oe, he oetic rinciple,  www.eapoe.or works essays poetprnb.htm . ee 

McGann,The Poet Edgar Allan Poe: Alien Angel, which restores Poe to his foundational role 

for American, and th century, poetics  Mc ann s breathtakin  scholarship makes oe s work 

thrillingly present and hauntingly prescient.

3. Wallace Stevens, “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” XII: “The poem is the cry of its 

occasion, / Part of the res itself and not about it.”

4. ertrude tein, f  old im: A ompleted ortrait of icasso  :  i ital ibrary 

<writing.upenn.edu/library/Stein-Gertrude_If-I-Told-Him_1923.html>

5. See The Poems of Emily Dickinson, no. , vol. , .  discuss this poem in Artifice 

of Absorption” in A Poetics. oe s brief and indeterminate limpses  has a tenuous connection 

to Walter en amin s observation, in  ber den e riff der eschichte  On the oncept 

of istory  that memories, like pictures of history, occur in flashes: as wahre ild der 

er an enheit huscht vorbei. ur als ild, das auf immerwiedersehen im Au enblick seiner 

rkennbarkeit eben aufblit t, ist die er an enheit fest uhalten.  he true picture of the past 

darts by. ike a picture that is never seen a ain in its instant of reco ni ability, the past is 

recorded when, precisely, it ashes up.  Illuminationen: Ausgewählte Schriften rankfurt

Main , d. , . ff. 

6. ee obin e uy s di ital edition of he aven  interwoven with the translations of 

audelaire and Mallarm   http: www.te t works.or e ts oe .

7. his is my son eli s current favorite term. Once you start to see them, they multiple like 

rabbits. 

8. Delany, “Atlantis Rose: Some Notes on Hart Crane. pp. . e acknowled es his 

debt to Lee delman s Transmemberment of Song:Hart Crane’s Anatomies of Rhetoric and 

Desire  on pp. . A related elany work on which  have relied in this section is 

unpublished: elany s e tended review and criti ue of aul Mariani s The Broken Tower: The 

Life of Hart Crane.  A entennial ife from the oarin  wenties  was first presented at the 

elly Writers ouse at the niversity of ennsylvania on an. ,  audio available at 

PennSound <writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Crane.php>. Delany provided me a copy of the ms. 

9. Reed, “Hart Crane's Victrola.” Researching any prior use of the term “immediation,” I 

discovered an article by hristoph runner, mmediation as process and practice of si naletic 

mattering” in The Journal of Aesthetics and Culture, vol.  : www.aestheticsandculture.
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net/index.php/jac/article/view/18154/22833>.

10. “Explicit Version Number Required” in My Way: Speeches & Poems, 191.

11. See <english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/crane/metaphor.htm>. The letter also appears in the 

Library of America edition of Crane. 

12. ata ue e rical is my coina e. t combines the pataphysics of rench writer Alfred arry 

 with ueer  and in uiry uery . arry created a science of e ceptions  with 

special emphasis on the “swerve.”

13. The Poems of Emily Dickinson, no. 1563 , vol. 3, 1076. Facsimile of the ms at <www.

edickinson.or editions ima e sets ima e > suggests: 

y homely

gift and

hindered Words 

The human

heart is told

Of Nothing  — 

“Nothing” is 

the force 

That renovates 

the World  

14. Werner, he li hts of A : earchivi in  the roceedin s of irdson ,  . ee also 

Werner and ervin, The Gorgeous Nothings. 

15. The Letters of Emily Dickinson, L562 to Judge Otis Lord.
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